Essential Tools
So Many ACLs…So Many Regulations and Risk…So Little Time
Essential Tools (ET) is a robust, server-based, beacon award winning Domino administration tool designed to help
Domino administrators perform their critical tasks more efficiently, and to or to fulfill automate certain tasks that are
otherwise difficult or time consuming
ET collects Domino infrastructure information in a centralized location, and API-based server tasks execute
enterprise-wide transactions at high speeds. This robust architecture ensures fast, efficient execution - all in the
background. The transaction creation and execution is fully secured with well-defined rules and all transaction
processing is fully logged for audit trail purposes.

ET will pull critical
information, such as
unreferenced mail
accounts from your
environment.

ET will push updates
such as ACL enforcers
to your servers to be
distributed to the
correct database.

An Administrative Tool that pays for itself
 ACL Enforcement: Create and enforce ACL requests in minutes rather than days.
 Acquisition/Termination: Add or remove mass amounts of user accounts to/from your Domino environment in a


single day.
Database Design Management: A single request can be generated for an enterprise regardless of the number of
servers and the Essential Tools tasks are performed typically in less than a half hour.

 Copy Entry: Instantly assign any user identical access levels as another user in your environment.
 Admin Process Assistance: ET provides a report identifying Databases without a proper Administration Server
setting before any issues can arise.

ET has several views...each with a context-sensitive action bar at the top offering quick access to view-related actions.
ACL
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By Server
By Replica ID
By Properties
By Design Template
By Owner







By File Path
By Title
By Entry/Access Level
By Properties
By Role
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By Status
By Requester
By Request ID
By Request type
User request by status

Configuration






License Information
Administrator Profiles
Control Documents
Requests for Profiles
Attachments
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Essential Agent Master

Managing the Backbone of Collaborative Workflow with Essential Agent Master(EAM)
Agents perform a vital function for Notes and Domino applications. As the backbone of collaborative workflow,
agents interact with users, apply business rules and monitor specific events.

EAM is a Domino application that:
 Immediate notification of agent failures… with hourly monitoring of mission critical
agent processes
 Uncovers which agents are not running to completion and why, and then makes it
easy to fix them.
 Figures out who is successfully running agents in your environment, and who is
attempting to run agents in your environment, unsuccessfully.
 Reports when agents are running, and whether particular time periods are overscheduled enough to affect performance.
 Reveals how often and how long agents are running

Effective Workflow is a Must
By implementing Essential Agent Master, you can ensure:






Critical business process workflows operates as designed
Tight control of agents created by end users
Quick identification of non-working or poorly designed agents
Knowledge of agent schedules allowing adjustment for optimum server availability and performance
Elimination of excessive replication and bandwidth consumption by out-of-control agents

 Ability to determine agents’ role when servers slow to a crawl or crash
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